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“In my opinion, the following items have very high 
value:” 

“A large effort on induction engineering and cost reduction -- 
including serious industrial engineering and work with vendors. 

 
 
 
 
 
Theoretical and engineering work on longitudinal dynamics. 
Restart HCX to resolve remaining gas and electron issues. 
Theoretical work on final optics and chamber transport. 
More work on indirectly driven targets to explore a wider range of 

beam parameters and to eliminate need for two kinetic energies.” 
 

•  Needed to get real numbers on cost, achievable gradients, 
impedances, efficiency, reliability, durability, etc. 

•  Without this information the chief value of systems studies 
will be sensitivity analysis, not optimization and design. 

•  Induction technology must become more mature. 
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R. Bangerter, May 23 plenary talk 
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The development path has two big steps 

IBX ! IB-HEDPX 
 a long (~70-100 quadrupole transport, acceleration, compression 
and focusing experiment. 

 
 
 
IRE, HIDIX 
 
 
Guided by: At least one fusion energy driver design, and an 

intermediate beam and target physics test facility (Ttarget~100 eV) 
which also tests, in an integrated way, all the key beam 
manipulations of an energy producing driver (ETF). 
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≈2-3 MeV#
~1 A/beam#
~ 20 µs#
A ≥ 133#
q = 1 *#
#
 * q > 1 ?  Difficult to get desired brightness, current. "

≈ 3-10 GeV#
I ~ 200 A/beam#

~ 200 ns#

~3-10 GeV#
~4000 A/beam#

~10 ns#

Power amplification to the required 1014 to 1015 W is achieved 
by acceleration and longitudinal bunching.#
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Integrate beam dynamics, driver technology with HIF specific indirect drive 
target physics experiments. 

Toward heavy ion fusion, an experimental target testing and 
accelerator facility  

2002, Snowmass 
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The IBX is a Single-Beam Short-Pulse 
Source-to-Focus Experiment 

Drift #
Compression/#
Bend section#

Shaping/#
matching#
section# Injector#

2 m#
250 ns #

Accelerator#

23 m#

Velocity 
tilt 

section#

Final#
Focus#

!v#
sect#

5 m!
25 ns!

#
12 m#

6 MeV#
Compress x#
250 " 25 ns #

1
10

Ion:   K+#

1 beamline#
Pulse duration:   250 ns  ->  25 ns#

Final energy:       6 MeV #
Total half-lattice periods:   98#

Total length:        42 m#
Cost:                  ~ 70 M$#

$50 - 70 M TEC over 5 yrs + $15 M R&D !

1.7 MeV! 6 MeV!
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What Do We Have to Understand? 

   Intense Beam Physics  (nonneutral plasmas) 

  Stability, waves, phase space changes, 
  nonlinear dynamics 

   Beam Manipulations 

  Beam production, acceleration,  
    longitudinal compression, bending,  
    focusing, chamber transport 

   Multiple-Beam Interactions 

   Pulse-length Limits 

   Technology 

Emittance!
!

Beam loss!
!

Cost, reliability!
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This IBX Could Do Important New Physics 
for a Modest Increase in Resources 

!    Longitudinal wave production & propagation * 

!    Longitudinal/transverse coupling 

!    Evolution of beam head and tail * 

!    Effects of electrons on the ion beam during transport * 

!    Halo production * 

!    Long length scale emittance growth  (much greater sensitivity) 

!    Upstream correction of beam aiming for final focus 

!    Acceleration limits 

!    Integrated demonstration of drift compression, final focus, 
 chamber transport ! * 

New!!

*Highest priority from !
   Science Workshop!
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What the IBX Can't Do – 
 The Mission of the IRE 

IRE will:!
!Do the physics which requires high kinetic energy, large!

! !number of beams, or long accelerator ! !!

! ! !IBX ! ! !IRE ! ! !Driver!

Final energy! !5 - 20 MeV ! !400 - 800 MeV !3-10 GeV!
# of Beams ! !1 ! ! !32 - 64 ! !100 - 200!
Length ! !70 - 100 ! !300 - 500 ! !~ 1500!

  (focusing pds)!
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Physics for the IRE 

"    Multiple beam physics 

   inductive effects at high energy 
   interaction with neutralizing electrons in chamber 

"   Effect on longitudinal stability of interaction of beam   
    with induction cores & drive circuitry (beam loading) 

"    Effect of electron accumulation in pulse 

"    Long length scale emittance growth 

   retest of physics on IBX with high sensitivity 

"    Beam–target interaction physics & implosion symmetry 
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Other Goals Necessary for    
  Proof-of-Performance 

•    Prototype multiple beam technology 

•    Demonstrate electrical efficiency of 
accelerator & reliability 

•    Show costs which scale to favorable 
COE 
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There is an economic mandate to carry the most 
current / beam channel 

Gas desorption may limit the current / beam and the 
repetition rate.   

! This is true for RF and induction accelerators 
Opportunity to study at low kinetic energy where the cross 
sections are highest.   
Opportunity to study and learn at higher KE at the FAIR (GSI) 
project. 
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Design (2.8 B$)!
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range being explored 
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Induction linac system studies show that 
driver cost is very sensitive to fill factor 
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Dynamic pressure control:  The first part of the first pulse goes through high 
vacuum.   How much is the tail of the bunch affected?  

How are succeeding bunches affected? 

The beam pulse will create a burst of 
pressure, which may affect the tail of 
the same pulse 

The decay time of the pressure burst 
will determine the effect on  the 
steady state vacuum pressure 

Sources and sinks determine the steady state pressure: 
Gas desorption from ionized gas, beam ions (halo) striking wall 

Eg:, Turner, 2006, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 14(4). 

A cold bore would help with pumping.  
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A cold bore would help with pumping.  Issues are halo induced 
desorption.   

A beam screen 
might increase 
the unit cell size 
of a multi-beam 
array and 
impact the 
economics.   

LHC beamline photo: beam screen against photodesorption of neutrals. 
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We need to restart superconducting magnet array development for heavy 
ion fusion. Challenges are compactness, field quality, and cost. 

part of a focusing array 
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Electron Cloud Experiments!
(2 m length) !

1 MeV K+, 0.18 A, t " 5 µs, !
6x1012 K+/pulse#

low energy heavy ions!

2 m!

@ 1.6 MeV K+, 0.4 A, t " 5 µs, !
1013 K+/pulse#

F.M. Bieniosek et al., Phys. Rev. PRST-AB 8, 010101 (2005) 
L.R. Prost et al., Phys. Rev. PRST-AB 8, 020101 (2005).  

Now at FNAL 
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E-cloud studies on HCX: Comparison sim/exp: clearing electrodes and e-
supp. on/off 

•   beam ions 

•   secondary electrons 
•   electrons from ions hitting surface 

semi-quantitative agreement.  Residual distortions probably 
due to high #o 

200mA K+!

(a)# (b)# (c)#

e-!
 0V                       0V                      0V                       V=-10kV, 0V 

e-supp 
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Most accelerators operate at a repetition rate exceeding 
HIF requirements, but at much lower current.  

Experiments at 5 Hz are 
needed to explore gas 
buildup, beam-gas collisions, 
electron clouds, and to 
develop techniques to 
maintain low emittance. 

With modifications,  
HCX is capable of doing 
such experiments. 

38 stage Marx generator.  These 
boards do not need to be modified. 
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Modification of HCX injector for 5 Hz operation 

Acquire two charging 
power supplies; eg 
Glassman 8 kW, 270 mA 
peak. 

(PS/SH030P270: $17.25k) 

Reduce Rcharging ! x '(

Charging path resistors are low enough, heating is acceptable, the power 
supply is adequately protected.     
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There are gas buildup issues to study and solve 
at short and long timescale.   

HIF driver: 10 Hz, Ef = 6 MJ, Ef = 6 GeV,  
Q = 1 mC 
Ei = 2 MeV, ti = 20 µs  
! duty factor, DF =2 x 10-4 

Ii = 1 mC / 20 µs = 50 A,  
average current <Ii> = 10 mA   
(cf. ADS proton accelerators, ~10 MW, 1 GeV) 

vcloud ! 1.5 mm/µs,  
mostly H2 

K+ , 1 MeV 
HCX 

Time !  

P
os

iti
on

 !
 

Metal plate 

103 – 104 neutrals / ion @ grazing 
incidence angle. 
•  Mitigation strategies:  

wall material choice 
•  beam edge (2•rrms) to wall 

clearance 
•  Halo scraping (possibly with hot 

apertures) 
•  cold magnet bore 

SHORT – halo  
Induced desorption  
! gas clouds moves 
toward beam 

LONG 
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Relevant atomic cross sections are greatest at low energy. Key 
experiments are possible with modest enhancements to existing 

equipment. 

#s, stripping, eg: Cs+ + Ao ! Cs2+ + Ao + e- 

#RCX, resonant charge exchange, eg: Cs+ + Cso ! Cso+ + Cs+ 

#c, capture, eg: Cs+ + Ao ! Cso+ + A+ 

#I, ionization, eg: Cs+ + Ao ! Cs++ + A+ + e- 

#IS, intra-beam scattering, eg: Cs+ + Cs+ ! Cs2+ + Cso 

           Cs+ + Cs+ ! Cs2+ + Cs+ + e- 

 (Dunn, 1979, ! 2 x 10-16 cm2) 
 Ao, a neutral gas atom (or molecule) 

 

Stripping of the beam ions will lead to 
particle loss and desorption of atoms 
where they strike a surface. 

Kaganovich et al., New J. Phys. 8 (2006) 278   

(3.5x10-16 cm2) 

Ionization (of background gas) 

9 Instituteof Physics !DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT

Figure 1. Ionization cross-sections of hydrogen by fully stripped ions showing
both experimental data and theoretical fits. GGV stands for the classical
calculation in equation (11) due to Gerjuoy using the fit of Garcia andVriens. Gryz
denotes the Gryzinski approximation in equation (14). Bethe stands for Bethe’s
quantum-mechanical calculation in the Born approximation, limited to v > vnl

in equation (12). Finally, BA denotes the Born approximation in the general
case in equation (22). All values are in atomic units. For hydrogen, the ionization
potential is Inl = 1/2E0, vnl = v0 = 2.19 ! 108 cm s"1, and the cross-section is
normalized to !a2

0/I
2
nl = 3.51 ! 10"16 cm2. Symbols show experimental data.

2.1.5. Experimental verification of approximate formulae. Figure 1 shows the experimental
data for the cross-section for ionizing collisions of fully stripped ions colliding with a hydrogen
atom,

Xq+ + H(1s) # Xq+ + H+ + e, (18)

where Xq+ denotes fully stripped ions of H, He, Li atoms, and (1s) symbolizes the ground state
of a hydrogen atom. The experimental data for H+ ions were taken from [42, 43] (note that
authors of this reference concluded that the previous measurements of the cross-sections were
inaccurate); from [44] for He2+; and from [45] for Li3+ ions. These data were compared to
theoretical approximate formulae in [24]. In addition to fully stripped ions, multiple charged
ions C4+, N5+ and O5+ were added from [46]. For these highly charged ions the ionization occurs
at large impact parameters, large compared with the electron orbit radius of ions; at these large
impact parameters, the force acting on target electron is described by the Coulomb potential,
therefore analytical formulae based on the Rutherford scattering should be valid.

From figure 1 it is evident that the Bethe formula describes well the cross-sections for
projectile velocities larger than the orbital velocities v $ vnl.At large energies, the GGV formula
underestimates the cross-sections as discussed before, whereas Gryzinski’s formula gives results

New Journal of Physics 8 (2006) 278 (http://www.njp.org/)

# (cm2) 
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Proposed rep-rate experiments: What is the beam 
loss from vacuum and beam halo? 

HCX quad 
(single beam) Four beam 

Establish operating limits 
of  electric quadrupoles 
at driver scale: 
Full voltage, beam rep-
rate, current and pulse 
length  

Magnetic quadrupoles  
• unwanted e- linger due to ExB 
• Cold bore to help with pumping?  

• desorption and sticking 
coefficients 

`95($9C2)"%(29I)"#%

'7%V$K2B#5#%

!
B

•   e- from ions hitting surface 

•  secondary e- •  K+ beam ions 

e- quadrupole field#
Ion beam 

Beam tube 

An extreme example we 
tested previously. 
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Experiments with intense heavy ion beams at driver rep rate will enable 
development of methods to control beam-gas and electron clouds. 

Example: Rep-rated beam loss and halo induced desorption.  

Vacuum  
gauge 

Scope/digitizer 

1 m 

Vacuum  
gauge 

Scope/digitizer 

beam 

vcloud ! 1.5 mm/µs,  
mostly H2 

K+ , 1 MeV 
HCX 

Time !  

P
os

iti
on

 !
 

Metal plate 

Q: Would a cold bore in the magnetic 
quadrupoles reduce the vacuum pressure?   
 
Depends on desorption per ion, sticking 
coefficients. 
 
Will experiment with cold bore and beam 
screen 
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We should explore opportunities to collaborate and 
learn from DARHT, UMER (Umd),!  

DARHT-II: Ibeam = 2 kA,  
 

DARHT 

UMER: space-charge  
dominated, 36 quads, 
~1000 turns 
longitudinal and  
transverse beam 
physics 
 
Other: Paul traps 
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